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Spin injection through an FeÕInAs interface
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The spin dependence of the interface resistance between ferromagnetic Fe and InAs is calculated from first
principles for specular and disordered~001! interfaces. Because of the symmetry mismatch in the minority-spin
channel, the specular interface acts as an efficient spin filter with a transmitted current polarization between
98% and 89%. The resistance of a specular interface in the diffusive regime is comparable to the resistance of
a few microns of bulk InAs. Symmetry breaking arising from interface disorder reduces the spin asymmetry
substantially, and we conclude that efficient spin injection from Fe into InAs can only be realized using
high-quality epitaxial interfaces.
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Compared to magnetic multilayers, semiconductor hete
structures can be made with low defect concentrations,
sulting in large transport mean free paths at low tempe
tures. The large Fermi wavelength of charge carriers
doped semiconductors then leads to finite-size effects a
host of phenomena related to the electron waves maintai
their phase coherence over long distances.1 Current interest
in spin injection into semiconductors is motivated by a des
to combine the control over transport phenomena possib
semiconductors using external gates with the additional s
degree of freedom in ferromagnetic metals which has gi
rise to such new phenomena as oscillatory exchange
pling, giant magnetoresistance~GMR!, and junction~or tun-
nel! magnetoresistance~JMR or TMR!.2

While spin injection from a magnetic semiconductor u
ing optical detection techniques was successfully dem
strated some years ago,3,4 spin injection from a metallic fer-
romagnet into a semiconductor was only realized v
recently.5 Schmidtet al.6 pointed out that a basic obstacle
spin injection in this case is the large difference in th
conductivities; the spin-independent resistivity of a semic
ductor such as InAs is much larger than either the major
or minority-spin resistivity of a ferromagnetic metal~FM!
such as Fe. The resistances added in series are dominat
the spin-independent semiconductor term. Schmidtet al. did
not take into account the possibility of a spin-dependent
terface resistance which, if sufficiently large, could gener
a spin-dependent potential drop at the interface.7,8

Qualitative arguments have been given for the existe
of such a spin dependence,9 and a number of studies base
on free-electron models have appeared.10,11 Transition-metal
atoms are characterized by fivefold orbitally degeneratd
states with a large Hund’s rule exchange splitting leading
large spin magnetic moments. In a solid these tend states
form complex band structures and Fermi surfaces. The or
of the spin dependence of the interface resistance in m
netic multilayers lies in the difference between how t
majority- and minority-spin states match to the sp
degenerate electron states in a nonmagnetic metal~NM!.12,13

By expressing the~mis!matching at the FM/NM interface in
terms of the reflection and transmission matrices of sca
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ing theory,14 the corresponding resistances can be calcula
within the framework of the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker transport
formalism.17–19 Because free-electron models do not d
scribe realistically the electronic structure and magnetism
transition-metal elements and their interfaces with other m
terials, we have calculated the spin-dependent transmis
for the Fe/InAs~001! system including the full electronic
band structures and derive the corresponding interface re
tances. We argue that spin injection should be observable
specular interfaces. However, we also show that introduc
disorder into the interface layer greatly reduces the s
asymmetry. We focus on the special case of Fe/InAs beca
it forms an Ohmic contact. Since there is no Schottky bar
between these two materials, it should be possible to rea
much larger currents than for systems such as Fe/G
where electrons must tunnel through this barrier.5

To calculate transmission and reflection matrices with
introducing arbitrary fitting parameters, we use the loc
density approximation~LDA ! of density functional theory.
The present implementation is based on the surface Gre
function method20 formulated for tight-binding linear muffin
tin orbitals ~TB-LMTO’s!.21 Because a minimal basis set
used, we are able to model the disorder with lateral sup
cells. The calculations were carried out in two stages. F
the electronic structure, spin densities, and potentials of
InAs were determined self-consistently using the laye
TB-LMTO surface Green’s function method.20 To take ac-
count of the 5% lattice mismatch between the bulk crys
structures (aFe52.866 Å,aInAs56.058 Å), we assume Fe t
be tetragonal with its in-plane lattice constant matched
that of the cubic InAs substrate. The vertical lattice const
is contracted so that the Fe unit cell volume is the same
for the bulk material. To achieve reasonable space filling
InAs in the atomic sphere approximation,21 empty spheres
were introduced in the interstitial positions in both In and
layers. At the interface the atomic sphere radii were set to
bulk values (r Fe51.41 Å and r InAs51.49 Å) and the Fe-
InAs distance was chosen so as to realize the local sp
filling. The correct band gap for InAs~which is found to be
metallic in a straightforward LDA calculation! was obtained
using a ‘‘scissors-operator’’ correction term. To form a
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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Ohmic contact, the Fermi level was positioned at the bott
of the InAs conduction band by using the coherent poten
approximation~CPA! to substitute some of the trivalent I
with quadrivalent Sn which acts as an electron donor. T
atomic potentials were calculated self-consistently for
four monolayers of Fe and six layers of InAs closest to
interface.22 The CPA was also used to determine se
consistent potentials for disordered interfaces.20 Using these
potentials as input, the transmission coefficientstmn

s (kuu) (m
and n denote the incoming and transmitted Bloch wav
respectively! were calculated in a second step with a recen
developed scheme based on the TB-LMTO method.19 To cal-
culate the conductance, a summation must be carried
over the two-dimensional~2D! Brillouin zone ~BZ!. This
was done with aki mesh density equivalent to 6.43105

mesh points in the 2D BZ of a 131 interface unit cell.
In Fig. 1 the spin-dependent conductances for In- a

As-terminated specular (kuu conserving! interfaces, Gs

5(m,n,kuu
utmn(kuu)u2, are shown as a function of the positio

of the Fermi energy (EF) above the bottom of the conductio
band (EC) which is controlled by the doping in a
experiment.22 For both terminations a large spin asymme
is predicted. ForEF2EC50.02 eV~corresponding to a dop
ing concentration of about 1017 cm23, thus just in the metal-
lic regime! the ratioG↑ /G↓is about 110 for In and 18 for As
termination and decreases slowly with increasingEF2EC .
These ratios correspond to current polarization values@de-
fined as (G↑2G↓)/(G↑1G↓)# of 98% and 89%, respec
tively.

The large spin dependence of the Fe/InAs interface s
tering can be simply understood by analyzing the bulk ba
structures of both materials@shown in Fig. 2 forki50 (Ḡ
point!#. Similar arguments have been used previously to a
lyze spin-polarized tunneling.15,16 The band structure of te
tragonal Fe@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!# differs slightly from the
usual cubic case. However, the axial symmetry for the~001!

FIG. 1. Conductance of~a! In- and ~b! As-terminated Fe/InAs
interfaces~in units of e2/h) as a function of the distance of th
Fermi energy (EF) from the bottom of the conductance band (EC)
for majority (s) and minority (n) spins.
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growth direction is the same as in the cubic structure. The
fore the bands along this direction are labeled by the sa
irreducible representations of the point symmetry group a
have the same orbital character as their cubic counterp
We first note that the only states available for transport
InAs are concentrated around the center of the 2D BZ. T
ki-resolved transmission coefficients are therefore nonz
only close to the zone center. Atki50, the single occupied
InAs conduction band state hasD1 symmetry. Comparing the
Fe majority- and minority-spin band structures, we imme
ately notice that only the majority bands have a state w
this symmetry at~or close to! the Fermi level. Because th
point group of the Fe/InAs~001! interface does not contain
fourfold rotation axis, theD28 Fe states can also couple to th
D1 states in InAs. However, theD28 states consist of localized
in-planedxy orbitals, so this coupling is expected to be mu
smaller than betweenD1 states. Though this symmetry argu
ment is only strictly applicable atki50, the majority chan-
nel is expected to dominate the conductance. The qualita
predictions are confirmed by the full calculation. ForEF
2EC50.1 eV, the transmission probability is plotted
Fig. 3 as a function ofkuu for an In-terminated interface. Fo
majority spins, it has a maximum value;0.64 at theḠ point.
For the minority spins it is a local minimum with a valu
almost two orders of magnitude smaller.

The above results are only applicable in the ballistic
gime where the resistance is dominated by interface sca
ing. To address the more realistic diffusive regime, we ne
to determine the interface resistance encountered whe
specular interface is embedded in diffusive Fe and InAs.
do this, we use the expression derived by Schepet al.:17

RFe/InAs5
h

e2 F 1

( utmnu2

2
1

2 S 1

NFe
1

1

NInAs
D G ,

where the first term is the inverse of the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker
conductance andNFe(InAs) is the Sharvin conductance~in

FIG. 2. Energy band structures of tetragonal Fe minority-s
states~a!, majority-spin states~b!, and InAs states~c! at ki50 for
k5(00kz) perpendicular to the interface. The states withD1 sym-
metry discussed in the text are shown as dashed lines.
1-2
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units of e2/h) of Fe ~InAs!. Obviously, the Sharvin resis
tance correction is dominated by the contribution from
semiconductor.

For EF2EC50.02 eV we obtain values ofRmaj55.5
3104 andRmin57.13106 fV m2 for In termination and 2.1
3104, respectively, 5.23105 fV m2 for As termination. All
these resistances are much larger than the resistances se
electrons originating in the ferromagnetic layer within
spin-flip diffusion length of the interface6 which underlines
the importance of interface properties~and not the bulk po-
larization! for injecting spins. Spin injection can occur i
diffusive systems when the interface resistance is spin de
dent and comparable to the resistance of the semicondu
layer.7,8 Within the free-electron model~with meff50.04) and
assuming Thomas-Fermi screening of the impur
potential23 we estimate the low-temperature resistivity
InAs with doping of 1017 cm23 to be r InAs50.3
31024 V m. The thicknessL of InAs has a resistance com
parable to the interface resistanceRFe/InAs when L
;RFe/InAs/r InAs which yields values ranging from 0.7mm
~majority spin, As termination! to 240mm ~minority spin, In
termination!.

The large spin dependence of specular interface scatte
discussed so far results directly from the symmetry of
Bloch states on either side of the interface. It is importan
know whether the corresponding spin asymmetry will s
vive the interface disorder which is invariably present at r

FIG. 3. The transmission probabilities as a function ofkuu for the
In-terminated interface~the As-terminated case is qualitative
similar!. The upper plot is for majority and the lower for minorit
spins.EF2EC is equal to 0.1, and only the central 5% of the 2DB
area is shown~the values on the horizontal axes are given in
units ofA2p/aInAs). Note that different vertical scales are used f
majority and minority spins.
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interfaces. To address this question we performed calc
tions with 232 lateral supercells containing 8 In~As! atoms
and 16 Fe atoms and introduced symmetry breaking by
domly replacing some of the interfacial In~As! atoms with
iron. Figure 4 shows the majority- and minority-spin inte
face resistances as a function of the fraction of In~As! atoms
which were replaced. The spread of values obtained for
ferent configurations is indicated, where applicable, by v
tical error bars. For both terminations we see a relativ
weak variation in the majority channel. However, the lar
values of minority-spin interface resistances are suppres
by interface disorder and soon assume values comparab
the majority-spin values. This result suggests that the real
tion of the strong spin-filtering effect predicted in our calc
lations for In-terminated specular interfaces~and indepen-
dently by Wunnickeet al.24 for Fe/GaAs and Fe/ZnSe!
requires very considerable care in preparing the interfa
Since our findings are based on symmetry arguments,
should be equally applicable to epitaxial Fe/GaAs~Ref. 5! or
Fe/AlGaAs ~Ref. 25! if the Schottky barrier is sufficiently
thin that carrier injection does not occur by thermionic em
sion over the barrier. When tunnel barriers composed
amorphous oxides are used for spin injection,26 the symme-
try arguments are most likely no longer valid. Such syste
need to be studied in more detail.

The finding that disorder stronglyreducesthe high resis-
tance of the minority-spin electrons by opening new tra
port channels which are symmetry forbidden for specu
interfaces is quite similar to what was found for the Fe/
system by Xiaet al.19

In conclusion, we have studied the transport properties
Fe/InAs~001! interfaces, taking into account the full elec

FIG. 4. Interface resistances for~a! In and~b! As termination as
a function of the fraction of interfacial In or As atoms substituted
Fe for majority (s) and minority (n) spins. The inset in~a! shows
the same data with a blown-up ordinate scale. For both terminat
the symmetry-induced spin asymmetry is strongly reduced by
order.
1-3
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tronic structure of both materials, and found strong spin
lectivity of the transport through these interfaces provid
that they are grown epitaxially with a very high degree
perfection.
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